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Uncover Practically One Of The Most Important Tool In IM History: Thousands (Who Never Thought They

Could), Can Now Create Awesome Looking Usable Forms In Minutes..... Spambot protection Have no

worries about spambots spamming your database! File uploader Allow your customers, prospects,

visitors to upload files (any files) to your server and you can easily review it later! Multiple forms with one

single installation All forms easily stored on one centralized FormFiLLa location! Absolutely no MySQL

configuration required! With FormFiLLa, you can kiss any MySQL configs goodbye as FormFiLLa does

not need one at all! Now You Can Turn Any Sites Into Information Capturing Pages With Ease! Maybe

youre a freebird, and you just want to build your own website with the added simplicity and ease of use

with a powerful, turnkey form management system. Again, you need not look any further than the

FormFiLLA System for customized web forms! The FormFiLLA takes advantage of what most people

need in building forms for their websites and it will not cost and arm and a leg to build hundreds. There is

absolutely no need to learn any HTML or other web programming language, everything is handled within

this script for you. Just A Few Examples Of What FormFiLLa Can Do For You Instantly! Quotation

request forms If you are a service provider, the most crucial item for you is to allow your prospects to

leave you information on what they need so that you can grab the specific information, then reply them

with a quote for the service, that you will be rendering. Using emails and informing them of the type of

details that you need is a thing of the past because with FormFiLLa, youre able to capture exactly what

you need! Feedback and contact forms Its a sure must have and no questions about that! Why not let

your customers contact you easily with a customized feedback or contact form! Job application forms Do

you have job positions open? If not then you do need to outsource your projects from time to time right?

Why not build a customized, laser targeted detailed form so that you can have the information you need

before you decide on the candidates! And you can even let them upload their resumes with the handy file

uploader! File Uploader Do you do freelance design or maybe you would like to have your customers

upload stuffs so that you can review them later? With the file uploader feature you can have that and
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more!! Coupon discount forms Ask your prospects to fill up a form and while you capture their details and

information, they get to have a discount just for doing that! A perfect win-win solution! Pre-Qualifying

Landing Pages I am sure you have seen this before...remember those type of landing pages where they

ask you a series of questions, only after clicking the submit button, you will get to see the sales copy?

What it actually does is reinforce the prospects position to buy through the rules of commitment and

consistency! It also acts as a filtering process where only serious buyers proceed! With FormFiLLa doing

this is a breeze! Just take a look at the added options and features I have crammed into this system for

you... Spambot protection Have no worries about spambots spamming your database! FormFiLLa comes

with an option that allows you to enable CAPTCHA protection as easy as a single click! Intuitive form

manager Using a centralized form management system allows you to view ALL your forms over different

websites easily! Its designed to be non-cluttering and non confusing so that you can easily manage the

results submitted by your visitors! User friendly interface Its simply impossible to get lost in this tested and

tried system configured to get you set up fast and simple. No need to learn any web programming

language. Option to save to database or have em send to your email You can choose to save it your

database or send to your email without any any hassles! You can also choose to have the submissions

sent to both your Database and your email address at the same time! Form field validation Implement a

rule for the fields to be filled before submission with a single click of the mouse! Neat desktop installer

Ultimately easy configuration with the desktop installer! Just a few steps and the script is configured.

Then just upload it to your site and VOILA....FormFiLLa is ready for action! Supports various field types

Choose and combine between 7 field types and customize your forms to collect the information you need!

Easily integrates with your current sites theme Each form you create can adapt to your current websites

theme! No restrictive CSS or coding, just pop the code into your web page and its done! File uploader

Allow your customers, prospects, visitors to upload files (any files) to your server and you can easily

review it later! Multiple forms on multiple websites on one single installation You host the sites! No

subscriptions! No multiple purchase for multiple websites! All forms easily stored on one centralized

FormFiLLa location! Absolutely no MySQL configuration required! Dont you hate it to configure your

MySQL and create a database for your scripts! What if youve already used up all MySQL Databases

allowed by your web host? Well, with FormFiLLa, you can put all those worries aside because you can

kiss any MySQL configs goodbye as FormFiLLa does not need one at all! Tags: job application forms, file
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